
Best Bang For Buck

I ordered this head unit to replace the stock unit in my 2016
FRS. This head unit is leaps better than the touch screen unit
from factory.

I spent a long time comparing android units to determine which
one was best for me. As having a newer car, I wanted to make
sure that I would be able to retain every function on my car.
Quality:
The front glass panel looks very clean, similar to what you’d
find in factory cars. Performance is quick (4GB Rom/64GB Ram)
.
Installation:
With the proper adapters, I was able to get my OEM USB, OEM
Backup Camera and OEM Subwoofer working. As for the mounting,
this head unit isn’t your conventional head unit that has a
deep back. The backing on this head unit is shallow. For my
dash trim, I took the L brackets given and mounted them to my
original brackets using wing nuts and bolts, allowing me to
adjust how far in and out from the dash the head unit was.
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Great value and features

 

Wasn’t  expecting  this  double  din  sat  nav  dvd  player  with
reversing camera to be anywhere as superb as it is considering
the very low price.

Fitted perfectly, great sound and packed full of features. Sat
nav is extremely good and can’t fault it at all in the couple
of weeks I’ve been using it.

Simple plug and play when you buy a harness adaptor for your
make and model of car. Everything worked first time.

Would definitely recommend and a friend has bought the same
unit after seeing mine. Think that says it all.
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Pumpkin 6.2 Inch Double Din
Touch  Screen  Android  10
Universal Car Stereo

 

PUMPKIN  Octa-core  double  din  touch  screen  Android  10
radio with 4GB RAM and 64GB ROM, this 6.2 inch head unit also
equipped with CD player function, you can play your favirotate
CD when driving.
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G+G double layer glass touch screen with Anti-Glare function
for enjoyable touch experience.

Built-in Qualcomm Bluetooth 5.0 clip ,Support Bluetooth call
/audio play, Sync phonebook, external microphone. only support
DVD video to your headrests.

Support 1080P HD video, Supports subwoofer audio output, and
control it separately, support mirror link function, You can
use  your  smartphone’s  online  GPS  to  mirror  on  this  unit,
support DAB+ function.

Support GPS Navigation (map software or app not included),
Built in USB Port/ Micro SD Slot (up to 64GB), WIFI (Built in
WIFI modem), Support reversing camera (Extra device required).

Support Fast-boot. After the installation, this machine only
need about 1 seconds to finish booting from the 2nd time.

There it is, the full ‘plug n play’ set up that you get when
you purchase the device. Make sure you check the size of the
available space in your car’s head unit/dash area to make sure
this  fits(  If  you  are  not  sure,  please  contact  pumpkin
customer service). With the device, you get instructions on
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how it all works and fits together.


